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The day you walk into Screen and Film School as a 
freshly enrolled student is the first day of your career. 
My aim is that you feel that you are walking into industry 
from the word go. Our facilities include cutting-edge edit 
suites equipped with industry standard software such as 
Avid, Adobe Suite and DaVinci Resolve Studio, as well as 
Mac suites, screening rooms, two studios kitted out with 
dramatic film sets and recognised cameras such as the 
Arri Alexa.   

You will be taught by film professionals who bring real, 
up-to-date experience directly into the classroom. 
The curriculum they’re teaching has been developed 
with the latest changes in the business. You’ll attend 
Masterclasses and industry events, giving you 
unparalleled access to an array of notable film making 
movers and shakers across the city as well as nationally.   
There will also be the opportunity to collaborate with 
your peers from BIMM Manchester for music promos 
and soundtracks, and ICTheatre for actors and theatre 
promos. These are connections and collaborations that 
will last a lifetime.    

Our home - Riverside Studios - proudly sits within 
Manchester’s new creative quarter, Enterprise City. 
This state-of-the-art area is being transformed from 
its historical roots as the very first television hub in 
the North, Granada Studios, into a new creative area 
brimming with energy. Riverside Studios was also once 
the home to ground-breaking British shows such as 
Prime Suspect, Cracker, Band of Gold, Cold Feet and the 
evergreen Coronation Street, it was also the stage for 
the very first live TV performance by The Beatles. Now, a 
new history awaits, to be written by our students…  
If you’re looking for a dynamic and inspiring environment 
to support you and take you to the next level, then 
Screen and Film School Manchester is for you, and we 
can’t wait to welcome you to the family.  

Dear Applicant
——

David Thompson
College Principal 
Screen and Film School Manchester
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Values

About Screen and 
Film School
——
Screen and Film School proudly celebrated its 15th 
anniversary in 2021. Over those 15 years, we have 
turned hundreds of passionate filmmakers into 
industry professionals. As we move into our 16th year, 
we invite you to get creative, be inspired and become 
film industry-ready in a dedicated community where 
film is king. We have two brand new schools – located 
in the heartland of the country, Birmingham and 
Manchester – to complement our flagship southern 
campus in Brighton. The new coupled with the well-
established makes us a mighty force in the UK film 
world as we head into a new academic year.  

The British film and television industry is booming: 
film is worth over £10bn a year and in 2020 Netflix 
announced they were going to double their UK 
production spend to over £700 million. That is a huge 
increase on 2019, when along with Amazon Prime, they 
spent a total of £337 million on UK-based TV shows. 
There’s never been a better time to seize the growing 
career opportunities out there, and Screen and Film 
School, with 3 sites located in 3 of the of the most 
creative UK cities, puts it all at your fingertips.  

We’ve helped to kick-start the careers of students into 
the world of feature films, Netflix television series, 
documentaries, music videos, adverts, corporate work 
and promo videos. Not to mention other diverse areas 
such as screenwriting, directing, producing, camera, 
sound, editing, lighting, location management and 
many more. 

Our expert lecturers are all professionals in the 
industry and masters of their craft. They offer a wealth 
of experience, coupled with a grasp of the most current 
trends and techniques straight to the classroom and 
corridors of our three schools.   

In addition to this, our industry lecturers will share their 
knowledge and experience with you at Screen and Film 
School. They are all active players in their fields and 
boast credits with the world’s biggest film makers and 
broadcasters. They have the passion and fundamental 
knowledge to drive your career forward, straight into 
our industry.  

Your career in the screen and film industry awaits 
in Manchester. 
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We live and breathe everything film and television, 
and we hope you will too. From the moment your 
course begins we want to share that ethos with 
you: you’ll learn how to conduct yourself in the 
professional screen and film environment and gain 
the skills required to put yourself at the forefront of 
the talent pool. Our dedicated Industry and Careers 
teams arrange work placements, with access to an 
unprecedented range of industry partners, to help you 
prepare for a successful and sustainable career.

Life at Screen and 
Film School
——
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Industry
——

Masterclasses
We have some of the film industry’s most prolific 
names at our fingertips. We also have the connections 
to get them in front of you at our legendary and 
exclusive Masterclasses. You will have access to 
all virtual Masterclasses we hold, as well as some 
exclusive invites to in-person events too.
   
Prestigious cinematographers, editors, producers, 
screenwriters, directors and many more filmmaking 
professionals give our students expert advice and 
crucial insights that you won’t find anywhere else.  
You’ll experience live demonstrations, Q&A sessions 
and even exclusive screenings from global industry 
icons, current blockbuster films and TV dramas and 
the names who have made it big. 

To whet the appetite here are some previous headline 
guests: Alex Sletten (Wildlife Documentary Maker), 
Fabian Wagner (Cinematographer) and Jason Allen 
(Location Manager), to name just a handful. 

Industry Partners
At Screen and Film School Manchester we’re dedicated 
to giving you the skills, experience, contacts and 
confidence to let you thrive in the British film industry. 
We have unique access to film, TV and digital marketing 
companies throughout our local area.  

We’re proud to have partnered with the following 
selected companies, from a growing list of 
industry partners:  

• Banijay - banijay.com/companies/
   - International TV Production Company.
• Workerbee - wbtv.uk/
   - Factual TV Production Company
• Mob - mobfilm.com/the-mob/
   - Commercials Production Company
• Farm farmgroup.tv/manchester/
   - Largest regional post production facility
• Chief - chief.tv/
   - TV & Film Production Company
• Revolution Productions - revolutionproductions.co/
   - Stills and Moving Image Production Company
• Suz Cruz North - suzcruznorth.co.uk/
   - North West Crewing Agency
• Eight Engines - eightengines.com/
   - TV & Theatre Production Company
• Sitcom Soldiers - sitcomsoldiers.com/
   - Music Videos, Commercials, Films and Studio Complex
• Mediadog - mediadoghire.com/
   - Kit Hire company
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Collaboration
——

Screen and Film School Manchester is privileged to 
work in partnership with a host of highly influential 
education providers. Our partners enable us to 
offer courses which provide students with excellent 
collaborative opportunities. 

BIMM Institute
Screen and Film School Manchester work closely 
with BIMM Institute - Europe’s largest music 
education provider - which has huge advantages 
for both institutions: BIMM have colleges located in 
Birmingham, Brighton and Manchester, meaning that 
students can work with their peers and gain access 
to a range of musicians and bands for projects. This 
provides endless opportunities for collaboration, 
especially in the production of music videos. If you 
progress into one of our higher education courses, 
Screen and Film School’s undergraduate courses are 
awarded by BIMM Institute.

Institute for Contemporary Theatre   
Screen and Film School also has strong links with the 
Institute for Contemporary Theatre, an industry-
led performing arts school located in Brighton and 
Manchester. Within the first month of study, students 
will work together to produce micro short films, 
providing further opportunity to collaborate with other 
likeminded creatives. Screen and Film School students 
always find it extremely beneficial to have a wide range 
of actors available throughout the year to team up with, 
and in turn they can offer their support on casting for 
independent work.

Work on student shoots
A USP for all of our Diploma students is that they will 
have the chance to work as production assistants, 
runners and many other roles on student shoots. 
Undergraduates and graduates of Screen and Film 
School Manchester film regularly on location as well as 
in-house, and the opportunity to assist them in doing 
this and to learn vital lessons about all things film 
production will exist from the get-go.  
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Student Success
——

Here is a selection from a long list of success stories from Screen and 
Films School Brighton, our flagship college. We look forward to sharing 
similar stories from Manchester in the coming years.
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René Lorraine
René is a director whose 
documentary short One Piece Of 
the Puzzle has been longlisted for 
eight film festivals.

Whilst studying at Screen and Film 
School, René chose to pursue an 
interest in Directing. In her second 
year, she produced a documentary 
short called One Piece Of the 
Puzzle, a film which has since been 
longlisted for eight film festivals. 
Alongside being a Director, 
René is a student mentor and 
ambassador at Screen and Film 
School Brighton.

Luke Perrett
Luke is an Audio and Dialogue 
Editor, who graduated from Screen 
and Film School Brighton in 2019.
As soon as he graduated from 
Screen and Film School Brighton, 
Luke was offered work experience 
at one of our industry partners - a 
video games company in Brighton 
called Electric Square. Whilst there, 
he shadowed the Lead Sound 
Designers there and was taught 
how to use FMOD which is the 
software they use to implement 
sound into games.

Through this work experience, Luke 
was connected to the Head of Post 
Production Sound at Pinewood/
Shepperton Studios. 

Phillip Brown
Since graduating from Screen 
and Film School in 2020, Phillip 
has been working at Back2Back 
Productions in Brighton - one of 
the Film School’s industry partners. 
His responsibilities there consist 
of edit assisting as well as running 
the camera kit room in their post-
production facility. He’s received 
credits on various TV shows which 
are all due for release within 2021.

Phillip also launched his own online 
platform New Latency, which can 
be found on YouTube. While it’s 
currently in its infancy, the goal is 
to collate a resource that aids low 
budget filmmakers in bringing their 
projects from script to screen.

Beth Bayes
Beth started working in TV as soon 
as she graduated from Screen and 
Film School Brighton in 2018. Now, 
she is a Production Secretary on 
Channel 4s smash hit series, The 
Great British Bake Off.
Beth’s first position was as a 
Trainee Floor Runner for BBC 
Studios and then as an Office 
Runner at local production 
company, Ricochet - one of 
Screen and Film School Brighton’s 
Industry Partners.

Beth soon progressed to a 
Production Runner position at the 
BBC before moving onto Channel 
4’s ‘The Great British Bake Off’ and 
its spin-off shows. 

Jordan Kai Wright
Jordan graduated in 2019 and is 
currently working as a freelance 
Gaffer and Camera Operator.
His work ranges from branded 
content to music videos and 
narrative short films. He also 
works with fellow Screen and Film 
School graduates within their own 
independent production company.

Tiara Westlake
Tiara is a Freelance Shooting-
Producer, originally from Indonesia, 
who graduated from Screen and 
Film School Brighton in 2020.

Since graduating from the film 
school, Tiara has worked on social 
media campaigns for Panasonic 
UK, VistaPrint and Brighton based 
ethical fashion labels Ilk+Ernie and 
Carella Creation.

This year, Tiara’s graduation film, 
Maya, will be screened at an online 
event hosted by BAFTA-nominated 
production company, Frank & Lively.



Meet our lecturers
——

Matthew Boone
Filmmaking Lecturer
Matthew is a music video director who has shot 
videos for the likes of Larkins, Lucy Deakin & Glass 
Caves and has worked on productions across the 
world; including the SXSW music and film festival in 
Austin, Texas. A part of the original team that helped 
build young independent music business ‘Scruff of the 
Neck’, Matthew’s teaching specialisms include music 
video, creative producing and project management.

Matthew will teach Screen and Film School 
Manchester students on the music video modules.

Baldwin Li
Filmmaking Lecturer
Baldwin Li is an Oscar® and BAFTA-nominated 
film producer.

His debut feature film England Is Mine, a biopic based 
on the early life of pop icon Morrissey, was released 
in cinemas worldwide, in 2017 and subsequently on 
Netflix and Amazon Prime. His first major short film 
The Voorman Problem, starring Martin Freeman and 
Tom Hollander, was screened at over 100 festivals 
worldwide winning numerous awards. He has a 
number of other feature film and TV projects 
in development.

Michelle Wheatley
Filmmaking Lecturer
Michelle has over seventeen years ‘of on-set 
experience. on projects ranging from feature films, 
high end TV, commercials and BAFTA-winning 
television productions. Working as an Assistant 
Director for companies including BBC, ITV and Film 
4, with credits including Franklyn, Primeval, Soul Boy 
and Lark Rise to Candleford.

Michelle is a keen and enthusiastic A.D. with a 
thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
industry, passionate about television and film, 
regularly working on Coronation Street in media city 
and more recently RED productions.

Tim Baxter
Filmmaking Lecturer
Tim is an RTS award winner, BAFTA-nominated 
Director of Photography whose television credits 
include BBC dramas Black Roses: The Killing of Sophie 
Lancaster and The Men Who Sleep in Cars starring 
Maxine Peake.

Further credits include the BBC shows Casualty, So 
Awkward and his short film documentary Rich is 
the Life won the London Independent film festival 
Grand Jury prize. He has also run a successful film 
production company for the last 8 years. A creative 
all-rounder, Tim’s teaching specialisms include 
Cinematography, VFX and post-production.

Meet some of the Screen and Film School 
Manchester lecturers.
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Level 3 Extended Diploma 
in Filmmaking 
——

Course Overview

The Screen and Film School Extended Diploma in 
Filmmaking is a two-year course designed specifically 
for the training of all stages of practical filmmaking 
enabling you to enter higher education and the wider 
industry. This highly practical vocational program will 
develop your technical, creative and production skills, 
exploring and improving the techniques required in a 
contemporary professional environment. 
 
During your two years of study on the new Screen and 
Film School filmmaking course you will be introduced 
to the fundamental principles of filmmaking. The first 
year of the course provides you with basic tools in 
camera, lighting, sound and editing to develop and 
realise a range of projects over a variety of disciplines 
and genres. You will work both theoretically and 
practically in each area to gain a fundamental 
understanding of the different roles.  
 
In year 2 we develop and deepen your training to 
examine more complex ideas and undertake more 
complicated and ambitious projects working in 
collaboration with other students as well as outside 
clients and partners. 
 
Over the two years of practical and theoretical study, 
you will gain a fundamental understanding of the 
way the film and screen industry operates and will be 
guided by specialist tutors and prominent industry 
professionals to help steer you towards future study 
or career goals. You will also benefit from workshops 
and Masterclasses with industry practitioners and the 
opportunity to take up work experience placements.  
 
UK students and EU students holding settled or 
pre-settled status, aged 16-18, are eligible for funding 
(subject to meeting ESFA conditions of funding). 
 
Students on the Screen and Film School Level 3 
Extended Diploma in Filmmaking will receive a 
minimum of 16.5 contact hours. 

Course Classes
Year 1

All students take the following classes in their first year 
of study: 

• Pre-Production Skills + Project Development 
• Production Skills 
• Post-Production Skills 

Progression Route
Successful completion of the course will gain you 
a nationally recognised RSL level 3 qualification, 
providing you with a firm steppingstone into Higher 
Education. The course is designed to develop 
both the academic and creative qualities found in 
all creative professionals, exposing you to many 
opportunities to build upon your existing knowledge 
and skill and shaping you into a high-level practitioner 
that controls their own career path. 
 

Entry Requirements
3 GCSEs inc. English & Maths, or 2 GCSEs inc. English 
or Maths on the condition that the other is retaken 
during the duration of the course. 

Year 2

All students take the following classes in their second 
year of study: 

• Film Studies 
• Pre-Production Skills + Project Development 
• Production Skills 
• Post-Production Skills 

2 years full-time
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A Screen and Film City
——

Manchester and its surrounding areas offer a wide 
variety of shooting environments and backdrops. The 
striking architecture of the Northern Quarter recently 
attracted Columbia Pictures in the production of 
Marvel epic Morbius, whilst Old Granada Studios is 
regularly utilised for hit shows such as Peaky Blinders 
and Dragon’s Den.
   
The multi-purpose production space The Sharp 
Project can be found in the northeast of the city and 
is an invaluable resource for commercial ad filming. 
Within a short commute are the historic buildings, 
rolling vales and cobbled streets of Calderdale - 
fondly referred to as ‘the Hollywood of the North’ – an 
area chosen by HBO and the BBC in the creation of 
popular dramas such as Happy Valley and 
Gentleman Jack.   

Manchester is in close proximity to a multitude 
of media sites, such as the recently redeveloped 
Spinningfields and St John’s district, home to the 
ground-breaking new arts and culture venue, Factory. 
A short hop away in Salford Quays is MediaCityUK, 
one of Britain’s leading television facilities, which 
houses the likes of ITV, Dock10, SIS, Ericsson and over 
250 other businesses.   

All this and much more gives students studying 
in Manchester a huge advantage when making all 
important industry connections. 
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Student Well-being
——

We want to make your time at Screen and Film School 
Manchester as easy and comfortable as possible, 
so we have educational and pastoral support teams 
dedicated to helping you get the most out of your 
study experience. 
   
Screen and Film School Manchester is dedicated 
to monitoring the welfare of all our students, in 
particular those who are under the age of 18. We have 
a strong Safeguarding and PREVENT policy and are 
committed to ensuring that parents/guardians are 
kept informed of all important information throughout 
the course, including attendance concerns and 
academic feedback.    

We also hold a Parents’ Information Evening in Term 
1, where we will provide further information about 
the course and progression routes (including UCAS 
applications) and an additional Parents’ Evening 
in Term 2 where parents can discuss their child’s 
progress on the course with lecturers and the Student 
Support team.    

Our Support Team is committed to ensuring students 
get the most out of their time with us. We help our 
students to identify and overcome any barriers that 
might prohibit their participation, progression and 
stop them from achieving their potential. For students 
with a recognised disability that may impact upon 
their learning, we can provide information on DSA 
applications and make reasonable adjustments 
where necessary.   
 
For students with a physical or mental health 
condition, or learning difficulty that may impact their 
studies, we can provide information and assistance 
and we can discuss any reasonable adjustments 
where necessary by way of a personalised 
support plan.    

We can offer academic support through 1:1 sessions, 
with experienced staff offering help in areas such 
as essay structure, time management, research and 
referencing tips, proof-reading and more.  
  

We also offer 1:1 pastoral support for students 
experiencing difficulties with mental health, or social, 
personal, housing and financial issues; providing 
support and guidance to help them cope during 
difficult times. We can connect students with other 
local organisations and resources, and we also offer 
a free counselling service in a non-judgemental, 
confidential and safe space to explore and experience 
behaviours and feelings. Our experienced in-house 
counsellor can help with many difficulties, such as 
anxiety and depression, suicidal thoughts, low self-
compassion, bereavement, relationship difficulties, 
LGBTQ+ issues, substance misuse and addiction, and 
many more.   

If you have any questions about the support available, 
you can email us at:
supportmanchester@screenfilmschool.ac.uk   
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How to Apply
——
1. Applying
You will need to complete an application form, for all 
Further Education courses at Screen and Film School, 
which can be found on our website. 

You can also contact our Admissions Team in the 
following ways: · 
Tel (UK): 01273 602 070 
Tel (Int): +44 1273 602 070 
Email: admissions@screenfilmschool.ac.uk 
Web: screenfilmschool.ac.uk  

A member of the team will be happy to help and can 
send you an application form. 

2. Interviews
Once we’ve received your application form, we’ll 
contact you to invite you to attend an interview. On 
the day of your interview, we will then either make you 
an offer of a place or suggest how you can develop 
your skills further to meet the required standard. 
Please try not to leave your application to the last 
minute as courses do fill up very quickly and we’d 
hate for you to be disappointed.  

Further information
Our Admissions Team is available to help with any 
queries you may have about applying to Screen and 
Film School. Please don’t hesitate to contact us 
by calling 01273 602070 or emailing admissions@
screenfilmschool.ac.uk.  

Experience Screen and School for yourself by 
attending one of our Open Days. We run Open Days so 
that you can see exactly how we do things. There’s no 
better way to see what your life with us could look like. 
Most importantly, you can decide whether we’re the 
right fit for you.  

Throughout the year we hold regular Open Days, so 
you can see for yourself what life as a Screen and Film 
School student is really like. 

At an Open Day you can: 
• Visit the first-class filmmaking facilities at our 
  multiple campuses 
• Find out more about our further education courses 
• Get involved in hands-on filmmaking 
• Meet our industry lecturers 
• Meet current students to find out what it’s like to be 
  a Screen and Film School student 
• See examples of student and graduate work 
• Get student support information and guidance 
 
To book your place on one of our Open Days, please 
visit screenfilmschool.ac.uk/open-days and complete 
our online booking form. We’ll then be in touch to 
confirm your place. 

Open Days
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Transport
——
Screen and Film School Manchester is well connected 
via public transport across the city and to the 
surrounding areas.  

Bus
In the city centre, there are regular buses running 
from the bus station in Piccadilly Gardens to our 
home in the Left Bank area of Manchester. Here you 
can also catch a bus to other surrounding areas 
of Manchester. There are also 2 coach stations for 
further travel.  

Train
For those of you who live on the outskirts or outside 
of the city, Manchester City Centre is easily accessible 
from either Manchester Piccadilly, Oxford Road or 
Victoria train stations. There are also frequent trains 
which run to and from London Victoria. Look on www.
northernrailway.co.uk for train times and ticket prices 
and on www.nationaexpress.com for coach times and 
tickets prices.

Bike
Manchester is very cycle-friendly with accessible 
cycle lanes and bike storage all over the city. If you 
live a short distance from the city centre, it might be 
the most cost-effective way to travel. You may also 
want to look into bike hire in Manchester scheme: 
www.activetravel.tfgm.com  
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Contact 
Information
——

To apply to Screen and Film School 
or ask us a question, please don’t hesitate 
to get in touch.

Screen and Film School

48a Old Steine
Brighton
East Sussex
BN1 1NH

Tel (UK):   01273 602 070
Tel (Int):   +44 1273 602 070
Email: admissions@screenfilmschool.ac.uk
Web: screenfilmschool.ac.uk

Your Manchester location:  
Screen and Film School Manchester  
Riverside Studios  
Unit 6-8, Leftbank  
Manchester  
M3 3AN

screenfilmschool

@screenfilmsch

screenfilmschool

@screenfilmsch

http://www.brictt.co.uk
http://www.brictt.co.uk



